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Note the attached A3 with further advice on the proposed role of Industry Skills Bodies
for discussion at the Agency Meeting on Monday 27 May 2019

•

Note the summary of outcomes from a successful workshop session with Industry
Training Organisations (ITOs) on 23 May 2019 on their "arranging training" function

•

Agree that, following consideration of the points raised by ITOs, that ISBs should be
permitted to provide employer brokerage and advisory services within the range of
activities supported and approved by TEC in the ISB leadership plan, with or without
public funding
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•

Summary
We have put together further advice, in the form of an A3, on the issue of whether ISBs
should simply provide advice to TEC on investment in tertiary education or whether
they should have more of a purchase role.
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We met with ITOs on 23 May 2019, at your suggestion, to clarify their "arranging
training" function. All ITOs and the Industry training were represented. A session
summary agreed at the end of the workshop is provided for your information.
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Based on the discussion, in which ITOs argued that ongoing connections with
employers will be critical to the quality of standards-setting and skills leadership roles
of ISBs, we recommend a change from earlier advice in relation to the services that
ISBs can provide to employers.
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Recommended Actions
The Ministry of Education recommends you:
a.
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Noted

agree that, following consideration of the points raised by ITOs, that ISBs should be
permitted to provide employer brokerage and advisory services within the range of
activities supported and approved by TEC in the ISB leadership plan, with or without
public funding
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c.

Noted

note the summary of outcomes from a successful workshop session with Industry
Training Organisations (ITOs) on 23 May 2019 on their "arranging training" function
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b.

note the attached A3 with further advice on the proposed role of Industry Skills Bodies
for discussion at the Agency Meeting on Monday 27 May 2019
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Tim Fowler
Chief Executive
Tertiary Education Commission
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Grant Klinkum
Deputy Secretary
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Hon Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
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ISB Purchase advice
In response to the "Annotated Agenda to support discussion on RoVE Proposal three,
and the fiscal and systems implications of RoVE" [METIS 1187912 refers] you
requested further advice on the purchase role of Industry Skills Bodies. We have
attached an A3 (see Annex 1) that compares the current system, and options for the
ISBs to advise TEC on investment, or to purchase vocational education themselves.

2.

You also requested information about different purchase systems over time e.g. the
SkillNZ / Ministry of Education arrangements prior to TEC's establishment. It is
difficult to directly compare the costs of these, both because the financial information
is difficult to extract, and the responsibilities of the organisations changed (e.g. TEC
is responsible for administering funds such as the PBRF that did not exist
previously). We hope that the A3 sets out the key issues to consider, but if you
require more advice on these issues, we would like to discuss your objectives in this
area to help us prepare relevant advice.
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1.

ITO Workshop on "arranging training"
3.

At your suggestion, a further successful workshop was held with ITOs on Thursday 23
May to further explore their current role of "arranging training".

4.

At the end of the workshop a summary of key conclusions was prepared by ITO
participants as follows:
If you pull the industry connection out, everything else [i.e. proposed ISB
functions] collapses

b.

Arranging training is hard to define. It covers a lot of what ITOs do, and it is
interconnected with standards-setting
Agencies have not understood or valued the role of employers as providers
and the role of ITOs in supporting employers, and the degree of customisation
involved
It is important to stay well connected to employers (not just industry bodies) for
agility, relevance, credibility, and responsiveness. The current proposal does
not prize that sufficiently for skills leadership and forecasting to work.
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a.

In a more unified world, we may need more learner-focussed pastoral care
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f.

ITOs would value a Korero with the Minister about a genuine reform agenda
[ie. Different ways of achieving his goals for vocational education reform]

g.

ITOs would like to see what the future world looks like from a KPI perspective.

5.

A range of activities that together represented the "arranging training" function was
identified. A diagram summarising these functions and relationships between the
functions is currently being prepared.

6.

In light of the fact that ITOs highlighted the value of the feedback loop between
engaging with employers and skills leadership and standards-setting roles, officials
recommend a change from our earlier advice in the Annotated Agenda Redefining the
roles for industry bodies and education providers for discussion on 29 April 2019
[METIS 1184640 refers].

Earlier advice focussed on the need for providers to take on the primary support role
for employers and employees in workplace-based training, and suggested that funding
mechanisms would be designed to support a clear delineation of roles for ISBs and
vocational education providers.

8.

In light of discussion at the ITO workshops, we consider that ISBs should be
encouraged to maintain good connections with employers. In order to do so, it would
be better for ISBs to provide services to employers if possible, rather than simply
arranging meetings to discuss future skills needs and standards-setting.

9.

We recommend that ISBs be encouraged to provide employer brokerage and
advisory services within the range of activities supported and approved by TEC in
their ISB leadership plan. These ISB activities could occur, with or without public
funding, but should not impinge on the role of providers under the role change
proposed in RoVE.

10.

Examples of the services that could potentially be provided to employers under an
ISB skills leadership plan could include:
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7.

assisting firms to incorporate ISB standards within the firm's own programme
of structured training

b.

providing advice to employers on developing their management and staff
capabilities - taking into account wider industry trends, technology change,
etc.

c.

conducting seminars and conferences that better position the industry to grow
and develop

d.

providing independent mediation services for employers, employees and
providers.
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a.

Please list annexes by title. For example:

A3 on ISB Purchase Advice in Vocational Education
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Annex 1:

Purchase advice in vocational education: Options

ISBs advise TEC
Minister sets TES + funding rules
Could also set investment strategy

PTEs

11 ITOs

IST

ea
s

TEC investment decisions
Final decision on mix;
choice of provider

Funding rules

RLGs

Advise
on mix

~8% of ITO revenue is used for purchase

3 wānanga

PTEs
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The key driver of change under this approach is ISBs’ role in
advising on the mix of qualifications and delivery modes which
will provide an independent voice about what industry needs.
Issues:
•
Need to ensure ISBs and RLGs are influential through
TEC transparency of investment decision (and option to
delegate ‘funding envelopes’ to ISBs as capability
develops)
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Issues:
•
No direct user voices informing purchase (only via TEO
Investment Plans)
•
ITOs have very little influence over providers
•
Providers have very little access to workplaces
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ITO ‘system reach’:
•
No skills leadership
•
Partial oversight of standards
•
Consulted on programmes
•
Assess and moderate in-work assessments & moderate
provider assessments to own standards

RLGs
advise
on mix

el

3 wānanga

ISBs

Minister sets TES + funding rules
Could also set investment strategy

R

16 ITPs

Funding rules

Minister sets TES + funding rules

TEC investment decisions
Mix of provision; choice of provider

ISBs purchase

ISB ‘system reach’ is much stronger – giving industry several
controls over the content and quality of provision:
•
Skills leadership
•
Oversight of all standards
•
Endorse programmes
•
Moderate all vocational education, optionally set capstone
assessments
•
Advise directly on volume and mix of skills required as part
of Investment process

IST

TEC investments
Degrees, foundation,
and non-vocational

3 wānanga

ISB investments

Funding rules

Status quo

ed

This A3 responds to the request for more advice in response to advice on the purchase system [Metis 118640 and 1187912 refer]

etc

PTEs

Issues:
•
More challenging to manage system coherence e.g.
provider sustainability, Crown Māori partnerships
•
Costly, complex purchase arrangements
•
Multiple funding pots will lead to bigger underspends
and reduce provider flexibility significantly
•
Regional and learner voices weaker than industry
•
ISBs likely to seek to maximise public funding flows, and
a risk that they will use public funding for training that
largely delivers private benefits to firms
•
Significant provider instability during transition as ISBs
build purchase capability and industry priorities shift
ISB ‘system reach’:
•
Same as consultation proposal plus much stronger control
over delivery volumes/locations

NB: Under this option we would recommend that the ISBs are
established as Crown Entities, because of the amount of public
funds they would be accountable for. This could be perceived as
reducing industry ownership.

